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26.09.2007  № 1-70926 
 

Addendum to the Letter of YACONTO LLC 
out. № 1-70917 from 17.09.2007, 
inc. № 3/25737 from 20.09.2007 

 To the Minister 
of Internal Affairs of RUSSIA 
 

R.G. NURGALIYEV 
 

Russia, 117049, Moscow, 
ul. Zhitnaya, 16 

 
Dear Rashid Gumarovich ! 

 

According to the order of the General Prosecutor’s Office of Russia, the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs of Russia checks the facts stated in my Letter to the Prime Minister  
of Russia M.E. Fradkov (outgoing № 1-70820 from 20.08.2007). On 24.09.2007 
YACONTO LLC addressed the new Russian Prime Minister V.A. Zubkov with a refined 
and updated letter (outgoing № 1-70924 from 24.09.2007), a copy of which I hereby 
share with the Ministry of Internal Affairs to inspect and evaluate these facts. 

I also report that, most probably, the Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs will not 
be able to carry out essential due diligence on the facts of deliberate bankruptcy of the 
Russian nuclear engineering giant Atommash OJSC, because the Resolution from 
16.04.2004 (refusal to institute criminal proceedings) signed by the head of Volgodonsk 
Internal Affairs, colonel of militia V.P. Potapov contains knowingly false statements and 
a reference to the materials of the inquiry and a reference OM-2 of Volgodonsk Internal 
Affairs from 15.04.2004, according to which, based on the Order of the MIA of Russia 
№ 615 from 19.11.1996, certain documents were allegedly destroyed due to expiration; 
those documents were critically important for confirmation of the crimes committed by 
listed members of an organized criminal group of officials (OCG). It is a telling fact that 
the investigation of premeditated bankruptcy of Atommash OJSC, the biggest bankrupt-
cy fraud in Russia, was assigned to a lieutenant of militia A.A. Nesterov (a trainee). He 
“figured out” everything at once (as if it were an ordinary kiosk), composed a judicially 
casuistic, non-committing Resolution, signed it as an executor and got it approved by 
V.P. Potapov. However, the Audit Chamber of Russia and the Federal Security Service 
of Russia have all materials required for the inspection. 

 

Attachment in copies: Letter of YACONTO LLC to the Prime Minister of Russia 
V.A. Zubkov (out. № 1-70924 from 24.09.2007) on 16 pages with a List of  
documents № 2 attached on 1 page; 2 duplicates of a CD of YACONTO from 
24.09.2007 (containing 3208 files in 206 folders); Letter of YACONTO LLC to the 
Deputy of Russian State Duma A.N. Kharitonov (out. № 2-70924 from 24.09.2007) 
on 1 page; Letter of A.N. Kharitonov to V.A. Zubkov (out. № KHAN-1630/GD 
from 24.09.2007) on 1 page. 
 

(The Russian text of this letter is an original.) 

 
President of YACONTO LLC 

 
Contacts: 
(495) 686-9046, (985) 970-9615 
E-mail: Yaconto@mail.ru 
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